Summary of the SPS coordination Meeting #28
Held on 24/07/2019


Invited: SPS-Coordination-meeting (SPS Technical Coordination)
Review of the minutes of the last meeting

- Toilet renovation: Still waiting for information. Action for A.SELLES.
- MKDV works are done.
- The old cabinet in TA5 is now considered as waste and will be removed by EN-ACE.

1. Safety talk: lock out + clothing
AP.BERNARDES presents the HSE memorandum about adapting work clothing to specific working conditions. F.BAIS asks if it is applicable for the professional visitors: AP.BERNARDES says NO as it was not taken into account by HSE.

2. Main planning
Tent at BA7: the tent 6955 will be removed from BA7. The fire doors stored inside will be moved in another storage place. Action for A.SELLES and C.HALBERT to organize this modification.

RP course “controlled area“: AP.BERNARDES asks how many persons still need to pass the course. Action for A.HERVE.

A.SUWALSKA raises the fact that the training courses for the workers are quite heavy and not available in the language of the workers. She asks if it should be possible to ease these training courses for specific workers (ex: welders). Action for AP.BERNARDES to follow this request.

3. Planning – BA1/BA5

BA1:
Arc1:- X-rays done but one weld failed the test. New X-rays on Monday 29/07.
G.BELLOTTO announced that ABT will work on the PFN on the surface (drain + dismantling) in the coming days.

BA5:
The scaffolding in place for WP3 will stay in place and the rent will be transferred to EN-EL for their cabling campaign.
MACAO: The new equipment will be delivered starting in September with the material for BB4, BA5 and BA2.
4. Planning – BA2/3/4/6

BA2:
Pressure tests for the WP4 water supply.
Ion pump cables: by end of August we will know if we need to consolidate it.

BA3:
One weld to be repaired in LSS3 on the CV pipes

BA4:
No access in BA4 by the main entrance due to earthworks from 24/07 to 26/07.

BA6:
LSS6+ fire door: Installation will start on Monday 29/07. Co-activity with WP3: checked by J.MEIGNAN, the installation is finished in the area of the door.
BM6/BA6 chilled water: Action for J.MEIGNAN to check the status of these works.

BA7:
L.DE OLIVEIRA announces the installation of a scaffolding in front of BA7 around the transformers on Tuesday 30/07. Restriction of the passage near this area during the installation. No passage restrictions after.

5. Beam line activities:
WP4 tests in BA6: waiting for the X-rays. A.GRANDE asks to test in priority the line going in LSS6 to allow TE-VSC to start again the bake out and the pumping of the Septa (LSS6-). J.MEIGNAN reminds to A.SUWALSKA the fact that TE-VSC asked (during the last meeting on 10/07) to protect their ion pumps for these tests (high voltage).

Qjacks campaign: Sequence to be done, Arc5- / arcs 1- and 1+ / arcs 2- and 2+.
W.VOLLENBERG confirms that on Monday and Tuesday 29/07 and 30/07 their will be few transports for the aC coating in the Arc5+ going to point 6.
1. **AWAKE**

SPS works has the priority in case we need to pass through TAG42. However, as AWAKE is running, we have to coordinate with the AWAKE coordinators (S.GESSNER and O.BOETTCHER). A balisage will be put in front of the doors by O.BOETTCHER.

A.HERVE asks if the restriction is still valid during non-working hours: O.BOETTCHER says YES.

2. **AOBs:**

A.HERVÉ remarks that the RP balisage in LSS1+ and LSS2- need to stay opened as it was agreed few weeks ago. The zone will be signalized with signs but without barriers.

Old cabinet in BA4: last call for a responsible. After the next SPS coordination meeting it will be considered as trashes.

**Next meeting: 07/08/19 at 2p.m, conference room 30/7-10**